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About This Game

"ConflictCraft” is a simple strategy game set in an alternate reality where you control the battle against the armies of ISIS. Your
goals are to control all points on the map, destroy all enemy bases, and defend your units and strategic resources.
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Your bases generate unit points every 10 seconds, and you can send half of the units from your bases to any position on the map.

To destroy your enemies, you have tanks, attack helicopters, support helicopters, jets, and rocket missiles. Forces can be
upgraded, allowing for customized strategies and tactics.

There's local multiplayer mode with full controller support, play with your friends and compete against each other.

You can even create new maps with the built in level editor and challenge the community!
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Badim
Publisher:
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Release Date: 8 Dec, 2016
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English,Russian,Japanese,Korean
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I accidentally left it open when I slept. Can't refund it anymore.
0/12.7 Dont buy that game, open it up to get trading cards and sleep.. I'd recommend it if it's on sale or if you get it as part of a
bundle. The game is extremely short (about 5 minutes per playthrough), and didn't really make me feel like I was accomplishing
anything, and you have to play with at least two characters. I've seen choose your own adventures handled a bit better honestly.
That said, the art is well done, as is the writing. $10 is far too much for what it is though. I do not recommend this unless you
can get it on sale.. I think this game is great way to start learning a new language. You can also use the Duolingo or Memrise,
which is free and has more content than "The Language Game". You can also try to use the game "Influent", which is also
available on steam store.. Simple game straight to the point RTS. Has the old school feel of C&C. Mind you "feel" not a look
alike but thumbs up because its free? if you dont like it then still give it a thumbs up because you got to try it for free? lol. I
don't mind walk simulators or even very short ones, if they are good, but this one is not.

Besides the contrived story that a 12 year old could come up with and write, there are also technical issues with the game that
there is no excuse for. For example, there is no in-game support option for 4k, even though Unreal engine definitely supports
this, thus is simply a matter that the """devs""" did not allow to be selected.
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Great game!! A great retro puzzle-platformer.

Positives:
-Great Music.
-Cool graphics.
-Good control.
-A lot of levels!

Negatives:
-A lot of bugs in the World 7 Level 8, this is frustrating if you want a perfect gameplay.
-Game don't have a story and an end :(

8\/10 - A hidden gem in steam. THANKS FOR THIS GAME.. A small endless race game with several different level types for
a price that is more than fair. The graphics are really enjoyable and smooth. The races are fun yet very challenging, and since
there is more than just one map it's quite varied and doesn't get boring. Just turn on some smooth synthwave, lay back with your
controller and play.. It's really interesting! u can only express urself by ur left hand... but i don't know how to express myself
actually... it's really embarrassing when u do a wrong gesture in wrong time.... Because the set-up is very simple there is not
much that can pull you out of the immersion. Just sitting on the ground watching the screens in an art gallery somewhere else in
the world.. I didn't played the game much but so far I can tell that the voice acting in English is simply terrible, specially the one
of our protagonist.
The dramatic moments are terribly portrayed and they seem like a joke. I didn't tried the german voices but im sure they are
better than the english ones (wished the game had russian voices for more realism though). The animations of the characters are
terrible too.
I may refund depending on how bad this continues, so far it looks interesting...but that's it.
If you are looking for buying it, check it out its interesting (as a point and click adventure that looks from 2004 and has a
deficent plot can be) but have in mind that you may end up asking for a refund.
. I've grown more and more appreciative of the casual puzzler indie game genre and I must say that MouseCraft is one of the
best I've played. Although I'd still identify as a "core" gamer, sometimes you just need something that's slower paced but still
challenging. I appreciate the art, the humor and also find the game mechanic of an updated lemmings to be quite enjoyable. This
game is a glorious example of how Steam Greenlight can bring gems to the surface that might have otherwise been lost to
potential fans.. When they say Treadnauts is already beautiful and polished, they aren't wrong \u2014 this isn't your stereotypical
early access game. Controls aren't hard to learn but can be a bit wonky at times, for instance with how it treats going upside
down you can catch yourself accidentally going the wrong way. Besides that, everything's smooth and responsive. Sound design
is on point, and stylistically it catches your eye. Great game to play w\/ friends.. Just like UBERMOSH's soundtrack, this one is
also great!. There are a few newer Luxor-games, but I didn't like them. This one is very good though.. Don't Scream and yell
cause i only have 0.4 Hours,Ive seen to much crappy stuff in this game that i just can't recommend.

Very ♥♥♥♥♥♥ Sensitivity
Only way to quit is ALT+F4
I know its a 2006 game but the quality could be better.

5.2/10- NGR (NixonGamer Ratings)
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